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Hello, 

I’m Catherine Maley, Author of Your Aesthetic Practice and President of Cosmetic Image 
Marketing 
where my mission for the past 18 years was and is to get you more patients and more 
profits.

This presentation is about Transforming your practice from:

Sporadic results, poor conversion rates and unskilled staff to a well-oiled machine with a 
constant stream of patients and revenues all year…. 

…..All on auto-pilot with no need to hire more staff or invest more in advertising. 

This is your opportunity to dominate your market because you will be firing on all 
cylinders while your competitors’ continue their narrow focus and I’ll explain that 
in more detail coming up.

 So in this important presentation, we’re going to identify the practice Gaps that MOST 
Affect Your Bottom Line and how to turn them into Money-Making Profit Centers

 And you’ll discover what the most successful practices focus on to beat the competition 
and be the market leader in their area as well as

 How to set up a SYSTEM for creating a powerful plan to Predictably keep a steady 
stream of patients coming to you;

I’m actually going to show you a simple way to get 
a 786% - 1,500% PROVEN ROI from your Efforts 
WithOUT:

- Redesigning your website…again
- Wasting more money on SEO to get ranked
- Throwing a bucket of money at PPC or
- Hiring more staff

786% - 1,500%
PROVEN ROI 

Because if you’re anything like other plastic surgeons I work with, you too, are 

• Tired of figuring out what to do to bring in more cosmetic patients
• Frustrated losing money on marketing that doesn’t work
• Sick of the revenue roller coaster

IMAGINE….
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The peace of mind you’ll have once you identify the practice gaps keeping you from 

MORE Patients
MORE Procedures 
MORE Revenues…. With minimum time and effort on your part.

By the way, I’m going to lay out exactly what you need to do to plug up the holes costing 
you time and money so take notes or, if you decide to get the help and support you need, 
I’ll offer our services to you at the end so you have a choice.

And just in case you’re not familiar with my work, I am Catherine Maley, 

Author, Speaker, Consultant and trainer for this industry since year 2000

I’ve been interviewed by NBC, Today and The Wall Street Journal and 

My patient attraction and conversion strategies as well as done-for-you services have 
made more than $18M in revenues for plastic surgeons all over the world and I plan 
on doubling that once we fix these silent money wasters we’re talking about today..

BTW, I live in Sausalito, CA  which is right over the Golden Gate Bridge. 
It’s got Sailboats and helicopter rides to look at the very expensive real estate so it’s 
quite beautiful. 

So let’s start with the best quote I have seen when it comes to running a practice….

The key to success is NOT doing more – it’s doing more of what works. 

I see so many surgeons keep piling on more…
• More technology
• More procedures
• More shiny objects that seemed like a good idea at the time but ended up 

distracting the patients and confusing the staff.

My advice it before you add more, please first stabilize your foundation especially 
when it comes to patient attraction and conversion. 

So let’s talk logically about the practice gaps MOST Effecting your bottom line and then 
we’ll talk about the Quickest Fixes to turn things around so I’ll jump right in…
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Practice Gap #1:  Focusing ONLY on New Patients from the Internet

This is the #1 priority in most practices. You want more leads. I get it.

Now, of course you need to invest in Internet strategies to attract new Patients but 
when all of your focus and efforts go towards new patients who don’t know you, 

You miss the opportunity right under your nose to double your results when you also 
reach out to……

Your established patients who already know, like and trust you. 

You want to be sure you’re not neglecting your patients you spent so much money to 
attract in the first place. 

And isn’t it easier to convert the established patient who is open to you and your 
suggestions than the Internet stranger patient who is skeptical and  holding 
back?

Your established patients are also less price sensitive because they have more to 
go than price: they know you’re a reputable surgeon because they have experienced 
your work first hand. They can see your results so they have peace of mind they’ll 
get another good result. That matters more than saving money to a majority of your 
patients.

It’s also far cheaper to encourage your established patients to return than it is 
to attract new Internet Stranger Patients to replace them since it takes a lot to get 
someone’s attention in today’s crowded marketplace.

Your established patients are also More Likely to Give you a great Review or they 
are more comfortable with you so if they are dissatisfied, there’s a better chance they 
will go to you first before they head to the Internet to complain.

And we all know new patients come from current patients.
That fact seems to be taken lightly in most practices but it’s  vital to remember..

WOM referrals are your lifeblood.
You’ll run out of time, money and energy running a “burn and churn” kind of practice, 
right? 
The longer you’ve been in practice, the less you need to exert that kind of energy because 
you now have a raving fan club …or at least you could have a raving fan club who returns 
and refers a lot more often.
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Prove it to Yourself with this Exercise

Go to your schedule and look at who actually gave you money for surgery and other 
big-ticket procedures.

Were these cash-paying patients? cold leads from the Internet, were they current 
patients returning for more or were they word of mouth referrals? 

Or if it’s easier, pull a simple report called revenues by referral source 

I’ll even bet many of your new patients said they learned about you on the Internet but 
that’s not always accurate.

Many of them heard about you through a friend or family member AND THEN they 
went to the Internet to research you.

Anyway, your own data shows you where you want to invest in patient attraction like this 
graphic is showing.

So you budget proportionately to your successes and in this case, ½ goes to external 
efforts to attract new patients and the other ½ goes to internal efforts to encourage your 
established patients to return and refer.

So here’s fix #1:  

Retention is the New Patient Attraction Strategy that costs very little 
time and money but adds up to easy profits

Let me ask you this: How BIG would your practice be if you didn’t lose any patients?

If you’ve been in practice for 15+ years, you have a database of thousands of patients.  Can 
you imagine what would happen to your bottom line if a majority of them returned for 
more? 

I know for a fact many of those patients would gladly return if given the 
opportunity.

But so much effort goes into attracting new patients that your current patients are 
neglected so here’s what happens... 
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These patients didn’t stop wanting cosmetic services..
They stopped wanting them from you because you’ve been ignoring them.

If you think about it, your patients have endless needs…..
Especially as the aging process continues.

And your patients enter different doors to your practice whether it be injectables, then 
lasers and then surgery so I highly recommend you offer these services and not just 
surgery.

So if you cross-promote all of your services, they will go up and down this ladder 
for years to come. 

So the goal is to create a “cosmetic patient for life”. 
when you start thinking that way, you see how little effort it takes to nurture this group.
That’s where all your leverage is since it takes minimal effort to keep them. 

For example. Keep in touch with them using  Strategic and Professional 
Email Marketing

Here’s a checklist for profitable promotions:

• Regular Communication – not sporadic or when you get around to it
• Compelling Copy that encourages patients to act
• Theme for the Month so it’s timely
• Great Before/After Photos for social proof
• Compelling Gift Cards so they act now rather than procrastinate
• Tight Expiration Date for a sense of urgency
• Credentialing YOU so you are seen as the best choice
• Links to your Website so they can learn more 
• Easy Ways to Respond and connect with you and
• Terms & Conditions to ensure you stay profitable

And don’t worry – this may seem like a lot, and it is, but I’ll show you how to get it done 
without using your own time. 

But I can’t stress enough how these emails MUST BE compelling to get opened and 
responded to. Everyone’s email in-box is too full to cheap out on this. 

Here’s what I mean…a very nice practice I know in a competitive area sends out this 
cheap-looking email that is NOT  portraying their image as a successful plastic surgery 
practice.  
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This is how a professional email looks. It’s visually appealing, it’s 
informative and it’s 
compelling.

And it even includes email quick scripts so staff knows exactly what to 
say when they get calls from patients eager to book.

And best of all, it works!  Here are the actual stats that came from this 
email:

18 calls
15 booked appointments
7 email requests for consultations and $42,500 estimated 
revenues

So let me ask you …  do you believe you, too, would get at least 3 or 
more procedures a month from a strategic email like this?

What’s this worth to you?  An additional $10,000, $20,000, 
$30,000 per month?

Obviously its worth it so if you don’t want to do it, outsource it because
SOMEBODY should be doing this type of high-end, “feel-good” 
promotion to grow your cosmetic revenues and keep a steady stream of 
cash-paying patients coming to you.

But you don’t stop there..

Social Media Banners for each monthly theme are a good follow-up component to 
email because you’re trying to reach your current patients wherever they are as well as 
prospective new patients who are not familiar with you…YET.

So, to help your promotional efforts “grow legs” and reach more patients and prospective 
patients, you want to repurpose your content. You do that by designing banners that 
match your emails and then shoot them out on social media sites, mention them on your 
blog and put them on your website so it’s a consistent message across the board.

Another Retention strategy that makes sense is a referral program.
There are many ways to do this that I don’t have tine to get into right now but my 
advice is to KEEP IT SIMPLE. These programs bomb when they are too complicated and 
confusing to the patients and the staff.
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A super easy referral strategy is  a Customized Word-of-Mouth Referral Display 
with take-a-way Referral Cards because your patients would refer more often IF they 
were reminded AND it was made EASY for them to do so.

This strategy generates new patients every week and makes it easy for your patients to 
brag about you to their friends. 

So you’re not hoping new patient referrals come in – they just come in automatically 
because they are part of your plan.

The last retention strategy is a VIP card for your most “preferred” patients. 
Just like the airlines reward you with perks when you fly a lot
You reward your best patients who return a lot. 
The perks should make them feel special  and important so they’ll want to continue 
getting preferential treatment and your other patients will ask you how they, too, can 
become a VIP patient. 

Let’s move on to 

Practice Gap #2:  Bad Phones. Yikes!

Almost every office is challenged by this….Phone trees, answering machines, 
indifferent or unfriendly staff, or new untrained staff and on and on.

Phones are taken way too lightly because it’s not enough to have a friendly staff person 
answering the phones, they have to be skilled. Otherwise, you lose money.

Let’s look at the math:

$2,000 Lost revenues per 
day from only 1 patient

X     22 Working days per 
month

X     12 Months per year

= $528,000 in Lost 
Revenues Per Year!!
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Here are the skills your receptionist needs. They must be able to:

• Bond with caller
• Qualify them
• Credential you as the best choice
• Answer pricing questions strategically
• AND ASK for the appointment

So how do you fix bad phones? The answer is with ongoing training.

 It starts with monitoring and recording calls
 Use proven scripts so your staff is not “winging it”
 Regular staff training and 
 Qt. Mystery shopping to hold staff accountable 

Stay tuned and I’ll show you how you can have your staff professionally trained for free. 

Practice Gap #3:  The Show/No-Show Drama 

As you are painfully aware, it creates havoc on your schedule when patients are a no-
show 

The fix is simple.  Charge a consult fee but explain the value to the caller. For example:

Karen, let me explain our process.  The consultation includes:

  A complimentary skin analysis with Peggy, our aesthetician and then;

  An initial consultation with Dawn, our patient care coordinator who learns more  
     about you and your concerns.  She will also tell you more about our practice, our 
     patients and Dr. Great;

  You’ll then see your possible results using our Virtual Reality Simulation (it’s really 
     neat);

  Dr. Great will then examine you and talk with you personally about your concerns, 
     goals and results you can expect and then;

  You will then return to Dawn to discuss fees as well as possible surgical/treatment 
     dates.
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The entire process takes from 45-60 minutes and costs $75 and is applied towards 
your procedure or treatment should you move forward within 30 days. Shall I look 
for a certain day and time for you or just give you our next available appointment?”

Or, if you’re afraid to charge a consult fee because your competitors don’t,  at least go with 
a reservation fee. For example:

Connie, I’ll need a credit card to hold your reservation. All we ask is that you give us 
48-hours notice if you need to change your appointment to avoid a $75 no-show fee. 
Did you want to use your Visa, MC or AMX?

Let’s move on to 

Practice Gap #4:  and that’s low consultation Conversion Rates

It’s Getting tougher to convert as the competition heats up

So you Must be better then your competitors so you stand out as the best choice so here 
are Fix it strategies to help….

Fix #4 

  Again, ongoing staff training is necessary
  Your staff should use Proven scripts and strategies
  As well as complete Weekly metrics to gauge their results and help them 
     improve

Again, I will show you how you get all of this for free when we partner but here are a few 
valuable fix it tips:

0-60 Approach

Most practices take the 0-60 approach with new patients. They meet the patient, ask 
some questions, show them photos, consult with you, the surgeon and then hope they 
make a decision – all in less than an hour.

But that’s just not how patients are wired. It’s too fast.

You want to do more at the front end BEFORE you meet the patient
so they are more receptive and open to you when you meet in person. For example, 
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Send them your graphic called “Position the Physician” 

It positions you as an experienced and skilled surgeon.

Also, have your coordinator make a pre-consult call. This will help avoid the usual 
objections you get at the end of the consult since you are addressing them now.

And, educate the patient using simulators and computer imaging.
In my book, 96% of patients liked these visual tools.

And use presentation visuals. 
For example, if the patient is confused about moving forward with liposuction vs. Cool 
sculpting, have a graphic explaining the differences.

That will help them get to a decision rather than say, “I don’t know, I better research it 
some more”

And the MOST important of all when converting consultations…
Your coordinator must ASK for the decision.

Most coordinators don’t ask because they haven’t been trained to do it comfortably and 
professionally.

When we partner, I give them all the tools they need to get really good at closing 
consultations because nothing else matters until the patients say yes.
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Now Practice Gap #5 is a big one because its so silent. 

Practice Gap #5:  Weak Follow Up on Incoming Leads

What I mean is you can’t hear the no’s or the “I gotta think about its” you’re getting from 
prospective patients you never got a hold of after they reached out to you or you never 
got a straight answer from them after their consult. 

They just silently drifted away to your competitors because you didn’t follow up or follow 
up enough.
 
Most plastic surgeons suffer lost profits here every day, every month and every year from 
this silent money-waster.

Let’s take new patient lead generation.

There is nothing fast, easy or cheap about attracting new patients for plastic surgeons 
today.  

You spend a fortune redesigning your website. Then there’s hosting your website, SEO, 
content creation and social media and on and on.

These costs add up to many thousands of dollars per month
 
This is the price you pay for doing business and very necessary to compete in a popular, 
crowded marketplace. 

• Redesign      = $10,000-$50,000
• Hosting         = $1,000 per month
• SEO                = $1,000-$2,000 per month
• Content         = $1,000-$5,000 per month
• Social Media = $1,000 per month

Typical Costs for plastic surgery advertising

Total Annual Costs Add Up = $100K NOT Including PPC Costs
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But I think you’ll be surprised at the stats when it comes to staff following up on those leads:

  48% NEVER Follow Up
  Average First Follow Up is 72 Hours Later
  Only 25% of practices make 2 contact attempts
  64% of practices do not have any organized way to follow up on a lead

But it’s not your staff’s fault. They have not been trained on how to do it nor is this their 
expertise.

Their expertise is in working with and providing excellent customer service to your 
visiting patients.

This is actually good news for YOU. 
This is a game changer and a way to dominate your market if you follow up better than 
your competition and I’ll show you how.

Because how crazy is it to spend a fortune on lead generation but not spend any 
(or enough) time and investment on converting them? 

How frustrating is it to throw money at new patient leads that should be building your 
practice but you’re not sure if it’s a good investment or money down the drain?

Because aren’t you sick of spending tens of thousands of dollars on Website Design, SEO, 
PPC, Directories and other paid traffic to get leads but NOT convert them?

So let’s back up…

Why Do So Many Practices Fail at Lead Generation Follow-Up?

When I ask staff why they don’t follow up on leads more assertively, here’s what they tell 
me:

• Too many leads
• They assume they are poor quality so don’t put in much effort
• They Don’t know what to say
• There’s No concise plan
• They Don’t want to appear “salesy”
• They are Afraid of rejection
• Their Social Training told them don’t be pushy and/or
• There’s No commitment to excellence

Let me be blunt here. These excuses are costing you hundreds of thousands of dollars but 
you don’t see it because it’s the invisible No’s you are getting from bad management of 
leads.
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Here’s what typically happens….

Staff has a tendency to focus on the “easy” leads because, well, they were easy. They 
called, booked, came in for a consult and said yes. That was easy.

But what about the majority that are “NOT so easy” leads?
The leads who leave a message or email but you can’t reach?
Or they show up for the consultation but don’t say yes?

What happens now? Typically, staff may call or email once and then the leads are set aside 
and forgotten about because they are labeled “bad quality”, right?

However, when doing research for my book, I discovered prospective patients will 
“ponder” having surgery for months and years BEFORE they actually act on it. 

When they reached out to you, that was a huge sign of interest.
But they could have had second thoughts.
Or maybe they have self-doubt.
Or maybe they are afraid of the surgery or some other reason so they procrastinate.

There’s a really good chance they are not saying no. 
They are saying I’m just not sure.
Or maybe they need a little nudge to go the next step.

Or, maybe the reality of life is slowing them down from pursuing aesthetic rejuvenation.

It typically takes a lot more follow up than anticipated to get and keep a prospective 
patient’s attention because life gets in the way.

That’s why you have to take emotions out of following up and remember the prospective 
patient contacted YOU so a true professional does all they can to see it through to a 
conclusion. 

But honestly, most staff don’t have the mindset, scripts or stomach for assertively 
following up.

That’s why I’m introducing a simple service to do it for them
When you fix this practice gap, you:

• Convert more incoming leads
• Because you know these leads are being followed up and not tossed to the dead lead 

file
• You do more surgery and
• Your staff provides better customer service
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So In Practice Fix #5:  My team Professionally follows up on your Incoming Leads Using

   Protocol
   Proven Scripts
   Different Communication Channels

The service is called Fix Your Follow Up and we 
guarantee to increase your conversions by 15%.

So within days you, too, can see quick results like these:

47 leads, 181 calls  = $14,000
145 leads, 219 calls = $18,000
53 leads, 132 calls   = $24,000

Here’s another case study…

This practice sees on average 80 consults per month
They have a conversion rate of 40% so 32 consults converted but 48 did NOT convert 
to surgery. 

So my team took over the follow up and converted 15% of those 48 that did NOT 
convert. 

That’s an extra 7 consultation conversions after the fact. 

So when you multiply that out and use $8K as the average surgical value, that’s 7 
surgeries x  $8K and that equals $56K per month x 12 months per year and that 
equals $672K of GAINED revenues. Nice, right?

So I hope I have made my point that follow up is worth investing in. 

Here’s how Fix Your Follow Up works:

Your receptionist uses our Fix Your Follow Up platform scripts to schedule the caller to a 
booked appointment.

If your receptionist is not able to do that, no problem.
They simply enter the caller’s contact information into Fix Your Follow Up and we take 
over from there. 

https://www.cosmeticimagemarketing.com/fixyourfollowtoschedule/
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Or, let’s say the prospective patient shows up for their consultation with you but, in the 
end, they say, “I gotta think about it.”  Now what? 

No problem. Your coordinator simply notes that in Fix Your Follow Up and we take over 
from there.

Again, we professionally call, email and text the prospective patient for you using our 
comprehensive backend scripts and proven strategies to help them stop procrastinating 
and move forward. 

It’s that simple.
it’s all done for your staff so now they can concentrate on providing 5-star customer 
service to those cash-paying patients sitting in front of them. 

Case Study

Here is an actual Fix Your Follow Up Progress Report another plastic surgeon 
received when they decided to outsource this part of their practice because their 
staff was not getting it done. 

The staff just didn’t have the time and the surgeon didn’t want to hire and manage 
anyone else:

They had 15 consults that week who did NOT convert to surgery so using our Fix 
Your Follow Up scripts and strategies, we converted 4 of these consults for a total 
of more than $40K in extra revenues they otherwise would not have seen.

www.FixYourFollowUpNOW.com
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Here’s the point:

• Following up on incoming leads is serious business.
• It’s not enough to be mediocre or even average in this area.
• It takes skilled professionals to handle these leads strategically so they get results – 

not stalls that waste your time.

So to recap, here are the Practice Gaps Affecting Your Bottom Line the Most :

• Focusing on new leads only
• Ignoring valuable established patients
• Bad Phones
• Low Conversion Rates
• Weak Follow Up on incoming leads

Here’s a question for you..

What if you could easily plug up the practice gaps that are costing you time, money and 
effort and have it handled for you so you didn’t have to hassle with it? 

Would that give you back control over your day and freedom from managing staff and 
processes to be sure they do what you want done?
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What If We Did it for you?

• We design emails that get opened and acted on
• We design social media banners
• We follow up on incoming leads 
• We follow up on consults who don’t book
• We call, email and text these leads strategically
• We track and prepare progress reports with ROI
• We work with staff to assure accountability

So your staff no longer wastes a ton of time on tasks they are not skilled at and don’t have 
the time to do and, instead,

focus on their core competency and that is to focus on 5-star customer service with 
patients and that is what leads to: happy staff and satisfied patients who return, 
refer and give you 5-star reviews.

When you outsource nurturing current patients and following up on incoming leads you 
now have a well-oiled machine and confidence knowing cosmetic patient attraction, 
conversion and follow up is being handled by professionals. 

That gives you control over your day so you are more profitable and productive and peace 
of mind knowing you get back time and achieve better results.

This is how you strategically compete and gain market share.
 
And with that, I want to introduce you to the COMPLETE Cosmetic Patient Attraction, 
Conversion & Follow Up Done-for-You Service.

Its an all-in-one solution to eliminate the practice gaps costing you the most by 
addressing the quickest fixes that bring you the most profitable results.

Here’s what is included in this done-for-you service:

   Done-for-You Marketing Calendar so you know exactly when promotions are  
      going out;
   Monthly-Themed Emails to Your Entire Email List; 
   Birthday-Themed Emails to those who have a birthday coming up;
   Social Media Banners; 
   Referral Display + Unlimited Take-a-Way Cards; 
   VIP Cards;
   Your very own converting coach who uses proven scripts;
   Lead tracking; 
   Quarterly mystery shopping;
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   Weekly and monthly Progress Reports with ROI stats;
   More booked consultations from your incoming leads;
   More surgeries from your consultations;
   A true understanding of your ROI on lead generation;
   Consult Calls with me personally to analyze the data and correct the gaps.

But I want to be super transparent here. There are certain practices this does not work 
for so I don’t want to waste your time or mine. 

This is NOT for:

• Non-surgeons or International practices
• If you’re not getting at least 50 leads per month
• Or if you don’t have at least a list of 1,500 in your patient database

This is not the right fit for either of us.

So how much is it?

Let’s start with how much it would be to do it yourself the right way as I laid out here:

You would need to pay:

   Staff to design professional emails that get opened and responded to;
   Staff to Design social media banners & upload them to various sites;
   So They need to be Tech-Savvy to use different platforms;
   You also need to pay vendors to monitor calls and track results;
   Then you need Staff to call back leads;
   Staff to write email copy and send out;
   Staff to write text copy and send out; and
   Staff to follow up after consults.

That takes 2-3 Staff + a couple of outside vendors and can add up to $100K in fees + 
salaries+ Benefits + Sick Days AND, you get to manage these vendors and staff members 
to be sure the job is getting done.

Except most surgeons don’t want to manage more staff so…

You can partner with me and my team and I will do it for you….

We normally charge $5997 per month for all of these services; however, because you have 
watched this presentation, I am offering you a special combination fee of only $4,997 per 
month so you save $12K per year.
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That means one surgery more than pays for this entire service.

By the way, it’s month to month and
There is no long-term commitment.

There’s nothing else for you to do accept say yes and let me handle the details while 
keeping you posted every step of the way.

You can get started by going now to www.ProfitablePatients.com

And in case you’re wondering,
Yes, there is a guarantee…

And to sweeten the deal, I’ve included (3) extra bonuses so you say YES now to plug up 
these practice gaps costing you patients and profits:

You get a 60-day, no-questions-asked 
guarantee.

If you don’t at least DOUBLE your 
investment in 60 days, we’ll give you your 
money back. It’s that simple.

BONUS #1: I’ll train your staff for free to be 
A-Players

You and your staff have unlimited access to my online 
training center of 16 modules that address patient 
attraction, practice-building and staff training.

Your staff can watch these regularly to engrain the 
strategies they need to:

- strategically convert callers to appointments
- strategically convert consults 
- differentiate you from your competition and 
- position you as the best choice and a whole lot 
more.

That’s a value of $1,997.

www.ProfitablePatients.com
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BONUS #3
Set Up Fee Reduced 

(Value $1,000)

I want to make this a no-brainer for you to say yes NOW.
Just so you know, a lot of work happens on the backend getting you set up. For example, 
we have to:

• Design your monthly email templates with your branding
• Set up a constant contact account or use yours
• Customize the entire Fix your follow up backend platform
• Set up and pay for your texting feature
• Customize the copy of every single follow up piece to your practice
• Set you up in our all-inclusive communication platform and

Since so much labor, as well as hard dollar costs, goes into the above, we normally charge 
a $1,997 Customization and Implementation Fee. 

However, I am extending a special offer to you since you are attending this 
training.  I will reduce the Customization and Implementation Fee by $1,000 to 
ONLY $997 to get started.

So let’s go over all you get when you say yes: 

 Done-for-You Marketing Calendar so you know the plan
 Monthly-Themed Emails to Your Entire Email List 
 Birthday Themed Emails
 Social Media Banners 
 Referral Display + Unlimited Take-a-Way Cards 

BONUS #2: My New Flip Scripts for 
Receptionists and Coordinators 

It’s not enough to have nice, good-looking 
staff. That’s a start but if they don’t have the 
skills to convert callers and consultations to 
paid procedures, it does you no good.

The flip scripts give your staff the words 
to say to make them sound like seasoned 
professionals. That’s a value of $1,497.
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 Customized VIP Cards
 Your Own Converting Coach Using Proven Scripts to Follow Up
 Lead Tracking and Recording Calls 
 Quarterly Mystery Shopping
 Weekly and Monthly Progress Reports with ROI stats
 More Booked Consultations from Your Incoming Leads
 More Surgeries from Your Consultations
 Consult Calls with me personally to analyze results.

You also get the bonuses with a Value of $4,494.

And don’t forget the Money-Back Guarantee.

And you’ll like this too…. You are never going to be “out of pocket”…. 

When you go to www.ProfitablePatients.com now, you make an initial small 
investment in the reduced customization and implementation fee of Only $997.

And then you are not charged again until your first themed email goes out to get your 
phones ringing and your customized platform is up and running to convert more 
incoming leads so you are never “out of pocket” because you will make that money 
back in new revenues gained before your credit card payment is due.

WARNING!!!

It’s time to stop the bleeding of lost profits from these practice gaps.

The most successful plastic surgeons leverage their time, money and resources by doing 
what is proven to work and getting it done in the least amount of time with the least 
amount of staff and hassle.

Go to ProfitablePatients.com and let’s get started. 

Because If you decide NOT to move forward with the COMPLETE Cosmetic Patient 
Attraction, Conversion & Follow Up Done-for-You Service I laid out here, what’s going to 
happen to your growth this year?

You will continue  ……

• Putting all your effort into new patients while ignoring your current patients who 
will gladly return

• Losing money to wasted lead generation you don’t convert

www.ProfitablePatients.com
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• Losing leads to your competitors 
• Wondering if your leads are being followed up on 
• Listening to your staff complain they don’t have time and
• Not knowing your true ROI from your advertising costs

Stop Making the Same Mistake over and over.

Plug up the practice gaps by outsourcing the nurturing of your established patients and 
letting the professionals follow up on your incoming leads so you and your staff focus on 
excellent patient care.

Because we both know that: 

  Attracting and converting new patients to your practice has become a huge 
     undertaking; 
  Lead conversion continues to decrease because it’s gotten so noisy in the   
     marketplace which makes
  Following up on those incoming leads vital to your success; and
  Using your limited resources to focus on patient care while outsourcing the rest is 
      a great investment. 

You can stop struggling by taking advantage of this complete patient attraction, 
conversion and follow up service to give you and your staff the breathing room you need 
to provide excellent customer service.

It’s guaranteed to get you results or your money back so you have nothing to lose. 

Go now to www.ProfitablePatients.com and we’ll get started immediately.

I look forward to working with you – 

Cell/Text with Questions:  415.377.8700


